What presentation facilities are available in Lindley Hall?

The School of Informatics and Computing maintains various facilities in Lindley Hall for classes and presentations, including electronic classrooms and mobile projection equipment. This document provides a summary of these facilities and equipment.

- **Lindley Hall 102 Electronic Classroom**
  Lindley Hall 102 is a complete electronic classroom that contains a Windows PC, a Mac, and a Linux workstation as well as CD-ROM, Cable TV, VCR, DVD, slide, and audio facilities. There is also an external interface that allows you to connect your laptop to the projection system and network. This site is maintained by the UITS Classroom Technology Services group. For more information about these facilities, go to the CTS Classroom Site and select “Lindley 102” from the pulldown menu. The School of Informatics and Computing maintains the Linux workstation (lh102linux.cs.indiana.edu). If you need an account on this machine, please send email to sysadm@cs.indiana.edu.

- **Lindley Hall 115 Electronic Classroom**
  LH115 is an electronic teaching classroom owned and maintained by the School of Informatics and Computing.

- **Lindley Hall 035 Electronic Classroom and Lab**
  LH035 is an electronic teaching classroom and lab owned and maintained by the School of Informatics and Computing containing a collection of Linux Workstations. When this room is not reserved for classes, it is available for general purpose computing by students with a School of Informatics and Computing Burrow account.

- **Lindley Hall 008 Electronic Classroom and Lab**
  LH008 is an electronic teaching classroom and lab owned and maintained by the School of Informatics and Computing containing a collection of Workstations and other hardware. When this room is not reserved for classes, it is available for project work to students taking certain School of Informatics and Computing classes.

- **Lindley Hall 101 and 215 Conference Rooms**
  The conference rooms controlled by the School of Informatics and Computing are located in LH101 and LH215. Both of these rooms have network data jacks that support DHCP. In addition, LH101 has an Access Grid Node station with two LCD projectors. The scheduling of these rooms is controlled by the School of Informatics and Computing reception office in LH215.

- **Lindley Hall 009 Classroom**
  The LH009 classroom is not controlled by the School of Informatics and Computing and we do not take care of scheduling this room. However, we have provided a data jack for that room that supports DHCP.

- **Polycom Viewstation FX Video Conferencing System**
  The Polycom Viewstation FX is a powerful, but easy to use video conferencing unit. It has many flexible features, and supports multiple communication protocols. Please see the Polycom Viewstation FX Video Conferencing System Page for details on how to use this system. To check out or reserve this device, please contact the School of Informatics and Computing reception office in LH215.

- **LCD Projectors**
  There are 3 LCD projectors available for checkout in the School of Informatics and Computing reception office, LH215.

- **Polycom SoundStation Conference Phone**
  The Polycom SoundStation is a conference phone that can be used from any standard phone jack. To reserve this device, device, please contact the School of Informatics and Computing reception office in LH215.